The Third Law of Thermodynamics states that the entropy of any system in equilibrium has to vanish at absolute zero temperature. At nonzero temperatures, on the other hand, matter is expected to accumulate entropy near a quantum critical point (QCP), where it undergoes a continuous transition from one ground state to another 1,2 . Here, we determine, based on general thermodynamic principles, the spatial-dimensional profile of the entropy S near a QCP and its steepest descent in the corresponding multidimensional stress space. We demonstrate this approach for the canonical quantum critical compound CeCu6-xAux near its onset of antiferromagnetic order 2 . We are able to link the directional stress dependence of S to the previously determined geometry of quantum critical fluctuations 3 . Our demonstration of the multidimensional entropy landscape provides the foundation to understand how quantum criticality nucleates novel phases such as hightemperature superconductivity.
Because quantum fluctuations are enhanced when the dimensionality is reduced, quantum critical points (QCPs) often arise in anisotropic systems. The quantum critical fluctuations lead to unconventional scaling behavior and the accumulation of entropy at very low T , thereby allowing unusual electronic excitations and new phases. The enhanced entropy S upon approaching a QCP has been probed by measurements of the specific heat, and its dependence on pressure was studied by volume thermal expansion. The entropy landscape has been studied up to now using a single tuning parameter 4 . In order to understand how entropy evolves as the system traverses near a QCP, exploration of its profile in a multidimensional parameter space is needed. 2 Heavy-fermion systems represent prototype settings for QCPs induced by pressure. The latter tunes the hybridization of the almost localized 4f states with the conduction band, thereby tilting the balance in the competition between Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) and Kondo interactions. Previous experiments on quantum critical heavy-fermion systems 5, 6 focused on the volume expansivity V  and volume Grüneisen ratio V  . Both / V T  and V  were found to diverge as 0 T → , indicating a diverging pressure dependence of S and a vanishing energy scale near the QCP as predicted 7 . Spatial anisotropy, a hallmark of many heavy-fermion systems, allows a QCP to be accessed with multiple tuning parameters.
Here we show that, for anisotropic systems, the directional dependence of the thermal expansivity provides a means to determine the spatial-dimensional profile of the thermodynamic singularities near a QCP. We establish a procedure to identify the combination of stresses that aims directly at the QCP and accomplishes the steepest change of the entropy S. We thereby can find the optimal way to approach the QCP and in principle directly link it with the geometry of the underlying quantum critical fluctuations.
We now specify the quantities of interest to our study. While the specific heat C reveals the T dependence of the entropy S, the linear thermal-expansion coefficients are related to its uniaxial pressure dependence: For our study of anisotropic quantum criticality, we choose the heavy-fermion compound CeCu6-xAux which is characterized by a strongly anisotropic structure with orthorhombic symmetry, space group Pmna (neglecting a minute monoclinic distortion, see Methods), and Ising-like magnetic anisotropy 8 . Consequently, all directional properties exhibit a considerable dependence on the crystal orientation. In addition, inelastic neutron scattering experiments 3 give evidence that the critical, incommensurate magnetic fluctuations at the QCP ( The low-T data below ~ 1 K cover the quantum critical regime. The data above 6 K change their anisotropy reflecting the effect of the known crystalline-electric-field (CEF) excitations, i.e., at  7 meV as found in inelastic neutron scattering and specific-heat measurements 9 .
In the quantum-critical temperature regime, the linear thermal expansivities divided by temperature, Fig. 2b . We now turn to the analysis of the low-T divergences. Because the Sommerfeld coefficient is best described by a logarithmic temperature dependence, we have fitted the linear thermal coefficients in terms of powers of logarithm. For all three directions, we find that the best representation of the data is given by To shed light on the origin of the logarithmic temperature dependence of i  , we first note that a divergent Grüneisen ratio is expected for any QCP: scaling dictates its T dependence as 1/ y T , where the exponent y is the scaling dimension of the operator that tunes through the zero-temperature transition 7 . For a spin-density-wave QCP, the expected exponent is 1 y = , which is inconsistent with our measured Grüneisen ratio. In local QCP involving a Kondo destruction 11 , as arising in an Ising-anisotropic Kondo lattice appropriate for CeCu6-xAux, the corresponding scaling dimension is 0 y + = (see Methods), which is consistent with the observed logarithmic divergence of the Grüneisen ratio. We note that the model of critical spin fluctuations bootstrapped by energy fluctuations proposed  are linearly independent of each other and span a Cartesian coordinate system. The steepest change of S is given by the gradient that is formed by the components along each axis:
This vector determines the stress combination that maximizes the entropy variation. The construction leads to an entropy landscape in the parameter space of directional stresses for each temperature. The result of this construction for CeCu5.9Au0.1 at T = 1 K, is shown in Fig. 3a .
For a vanishingly small but nonzero temperature, the red arrow S  describes the steepest slope in the entropy landscape as the system is tuned towards the QCP, as illustrated for a twodimensional stress space ( , ) xy  in Fig. 3b . On the other hand, tuning along any direction perpendicular to S  , marked by the red circle in Fig. 3a , will leave the distance to the QCP as a function of stress unaltered and thus result in a vanishing critical contribution to the thermal expansion along this particular direction. From 14 Thus, our data indicate that the critical concentration xc is in fact a little larger than x = 0.1 for our sample. 5 The dependence of S on any arbitrary stress combination x  can be expressed as the projection of S  onto the unit vector in x
This allows discussing the isotropic and anisotropic contributions to S  , corresponding to the responses to the hydrostatic pressure and the so-called pure shear stresses, respectively (see Supplementary Note). The hydrostatic pressure is defined as (1,1,1 ) pp = resulting in the wellknown volume thermal expansion:
The pure shear stresses are planar stresses, represented by combinations of two perpendicular uniaxial pressures of opposite sign, e.g., Fig. 3a ) will tune the system to the QCP. In CeCu5.9Au0.1 it is accidental that one of the pure shear stresses is almost orthogonal to S  . This is visualized by the fact that (0, 1,1) − is close to the direction of the intersection line of the red and blue circles in Fig. 3a .
Knowing the entropy landscape of CeCu5.9Au0.1, we can ask how the anisotropic stress space connects with the geometry of the anisotropic quantum-critical magnetic fluctuations determined by inelastic neutron scattering 2 (the important differences between stress and strain for anisotropic systems are outlined in the Methods). To address this issue, we project the maximal stress dependence of S onto the pure-shear-stress plane. This is the pure shear stress applied to the ac plane (see Fig. 3a ), as can indeed be seen from Fig. 4b showing () ca  to be the largest () ij  . The application of this pure shear stress () ca  leads to a distortion of the ca plane which is always normal to the planes of quantum-critical fluctuations. This is, in fact, the only stress combination which does not alter the distance between nearest-neighbor Ce atoms, but results in a tilt of the almost orthogonal fluctuating planes against each other (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). We note that a change of S is also induced by (ba). Thus, a linear combination of of (ca) and (ba) would also be perpendicular to p. The components of this vector in the pure-shear-stress plane would be a1 (ca) + a2 (ba) with a1/a2 < 10% as can be seen by the thinner red arrows in Fig. 3a . Physically, (ba) corresponds to a distortion of the ab plane (with c = const) and thus to a (smaller) change of the inclination angle between fluctuating planes. This merely reflects the fact that (ca) and (ba) are not linearly independent. How these observations relate to the microscopic anisotropies of RKKY vs. Kondo interactions requires a detailed determination of the electronic structure, which remains a challenge for the future.
Our determination of the entropy landscape in CeCu5.9Au0.1 explicitly demonstrates how entropy climbs as the system evolves towards its fully-exposed quantum critical point in a multidimensional parameter space. The pronounced entropy enhancement renders quantum critical systems highly susceptible to the development of novel phases, such as unconventional superconductivity. This fundamentally promotes the understanding of superconductivity for heavy-fermion systems 15 . Another prominent example along this line is the cuprates 16 , where the entropy as a function of hole doping nh peaks at the value where the Tc(nh) dome is maximum 17 .
This entropy maximum is found well above Tc and, moreover, the anisotropy of the cuprates due to the quasi-2D electronic structure entails a strongly anisotropic stress dependence 18 . Other pertinent systems with strong correlations include the iron pnictides and chalcogenides 19 , and organic charge-transfer salts 20 . In all these systems, novel phases emerge close to instabilities that are characterized by a strongly enhanced entropy in a phase space which is spanned up by multiple control parameters. does not diverge at low T as shown in Fig. 4 . b, Two-dimensional analog of the entropy landscape discussed for a given temperature. Tuning the system along directions orthogonal to the steepest slope S  , i.e., following the contour lines, will leave the distance to the QCP unchanged. 
Methods:
Experimental setup. The thermal-expansion measurements were carried out in a temperature range from 30 mK to room temperature by using a home-built capacitive dilatometer mounted in a dilution refrigerator (30 mK -9 K) and in a helium gas-flow cryostat (5 -300 K). The raw thermal-expansion data were corrected for the expansion of the dilatometer by using have been regarded as more fundamental, because they are not affected by the elasticity of the material-here taken into account by the elastic constants cij-and are related directly to atomic positions or bond lengths.
In particular, they are corrected for the Poisson effect, i.e., the dilation (compression) of a solid body perpendicular to the direction of the applied compressive (tensile) stress. For studies of critical phenomena, on the other hand, which have been performed at constant pressure, as our experiments, the use of ()   i is inappropriate because here pressure constitutes the control parameter.
In addition, the conversion to capacitive dilatometer built into a gas pressure cell 29, 30 
where  is a cutoff frequency. Self-consistently, the power exponent of  is 0
To determine the scaling dimension of the most relevant operator for the Kondo destruction, we use an -expansion procedure discussed earlier 32 . 
It is approximately equal to 0.62 and 0.66 to the linear and quadratic orders in , respectively. 
